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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Interesting case of antegrade insitu fenestration for right renal bridging during EVAR in

patient with symptomatic PAU. These my concernes to the Authors: -Description of

preoperative clinical presentation and treatment should be included in a unique section,

without so many subtitles. -The patient suffered ruptured AAA or symptomatic AAA,

please detail this clinical aspect? -Preoperative CT should be more detailed: diameter of

proximal and distal neck, diameter of aortic bifurcation, size of renal artery....any sign of

active bleeding? -Which was the rationale of using Endurant-Medtronic vs other

available endografts: was the unique available graft in that moment or did you consider

any particular characteristic of this graft that may improve the outcomes? -What about

the oversize? -Procedure duration? amount of contrast used? -Any post-operative (even

transient) renal damage? -as to the selection of renal stent, why did you choose a self

exp graft? Do not you think that Balloon exp graft may be better in order to obtain an

adequate flaring? - Check the legends of Fig 2 and fig 3 (they were probably inverted)

Table 2: add the columns for technical success rate and clinical outcomes.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is a case report of an antegrade in situ fenestration of an aortic stent-graft using

laser. The authors have also performed a literature review. General comments: The

case is interesting and well-written. I have only minor comments. The main issue is to

better explain the technique that the authors used to orientate the sheath and perform

the fenestration. Minor English revision is required. Title: Ok Abstract/Core tip:

Change the word “noval” with “novel”. Introduction: OK Case report: - Please

change ‘biochemistries” with ‘biochemistry’ - Change “endoleakage” with “endoleak”

throughout the text. - “as early as possible”. Please define the time frame (12h, 24h, 2

days?) - Please report details (type, brand name) of the laser fiber. -“Mustang” not

“Mustung” - The authors should better explain how they performed real-time

guidance for fenestration (2 different projections? specific landmarks, etc.) Figures: The

legends for Figs 2 and 3 are inversed. Please correct.
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